
Questions re MECL 2012 Capital Budget Approval Application 

 
Question 1 

 

Reference:  Section 6 Part 8 – OASIS Phase II 

 

(a) Please clarify whether the planned expenditure is for purchased software, in-house 

development or equipment.   

(b) If the expenditure is for purchased software specific to OASIS applications, please provide 

the name of the vendor and a brief description of the features. 

(c) Please clarify the improvements that a transmission customer can expect to experience in 

managing transmission reservations as a result of this expenditure, and when those 

improvements are expected to be operational. 

(d) Please provide the total amount of capital investment in the OASIS system to date. 

 

 

Question 2 

 

Reference:  Section 5, Substation Projects, Items 1 and 2 

 

(a) Please break down the estimated costs into the following components: transformer, other 

equipment, installation labour. 

(b) Please specify the basis of the budget for the equipment components aspect of the project 

(i.e. quotes from suppliers, price of previously purchased equipment, or specific other 

estimation approach). 

(c) Please specify any factors applied for contingency and/or project management, and the 

underlying basis/rationale for these. 

 

Question 3 

 

Reference:  Section 5, Substation Projects, Item 3 

 

(a) Please break down the estimated costs into the following components: breaker, other 

equipment, installation labour. 

(b) Please specify the basis of the budget for the equipment components aspect of project (i.e. 

quotes from suppliers, price of previously purchased equipment, or specific other estimation 

approach). 

(c) Please specify any factors applied for contingency and/or project management, and the 

underlying basis/rationale for these. 

 

Question 4 

 

Reference:  Section 5, Y-104 Project 

 

(a) On average, what is your forecast of the “all-inclusive” cost per kilometer for this project? 

(b) Please explain the underlying basis/rationale of your budget in the amount of $300,000 and 

also please provide the terms of reference for the EIA in 2012.  Why is the cost of the EIA 

expected in 2016 only $100,000 and please provide the underlying basis/rationale of your 

budget in the amount of $100,000 and also please provide the terms of reference for the 

2016 EIA ?   



(c) Please break down the $2,679,000 for a breaker and transformer at the Church Road 

Substation into the following components:  transformer; breaker; bases for equipment; site 

development; conduits, fittings, J boxes and structures; control cable; metering, if any; and, 

associated installation labour.  Please specify whether the prices of equipment are based on 

quotes from suppliers, prices of previously purchased equipment or other estimation 

approach.  In the latter case, please specify the estimation approach.   

(d) With reference to the entire seven-year project, please indicate what provision, if any, has 

been made in the figures provided for input price escalation? 

(e) Please clarify what provision, if any, has been made for contingency and project 

management in these estimates. 

(f) Please clarify what budget provision, if any, has been made for investments in SCADA 

associated with this proposed line.  If no provision has been made, please explain why not. 

(g) Please review the attached article by Anthony L. Huxley dated June 2002 and classify the 

cost estimate you have provided to the Commission.  Please also explain why you have 

classified the estimate in this manner; and, why in your opinion this class of estimate is 

appropriate for the purpose of approval by the Commission. 

 

Question 5 

 

Reference:  General 

 

(a)  In view of a possible loss of load on MECL’s transmission system or the by pass competitive 

rate sought by Summerside Electric being implemented, has the proposed 2012 capital 

budget (or future year’s projections) reflected this possibility?  If so, how, where and to what 

extent?  If not, why not? 

(b)  What impact/materiality would the possible loss of Summerside Electric’s transmission load 

or the by pass competitive rate sought by Summerside Electric being implemented have 

overall on MECL’s 2012 capital budget and/or future year’s projections? 

(c) Does MECL’s 2012 capital budget (or future year’s projections) reflect any contingency plans 

for the sharing of costs and/or facilities with Summerside Electric?  If so, how, where and to 

what extent?  If not, why not? 

(d) Which specific line items and costs in the proposed 2012 capital budget are intended to add 

to the transmission rate base, and be recoverable through the OATT? 








